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HEY HILLSIDE YOUTH! 
 
This is the Grow Book! Our hope is that this book can assist you in learning what it means 
and looks like to grow spiritually in Christ. We will use this book to support our group as we 
seek God together and individually. Instead of viewing this book as another task to 
complete, what if you viewed it as a chance to deepen your relationship with Him? Let’s see 
what God wants to do in your life.  
 
We will continue hosting Youth Group Online via Zoom on Wednesdays and Sundays 
at 6:30pm. Log on with us to catch up, play games, laugh together, share prayer requests, 
and study the Bible. You can access Zoom with a laptop, desktop, smart phone, or tablet. 
The meeting ID is 688-616-660 and the password is 612Online.  
 
 
HOW THIS BOOK WORKS… 
 
“WHAT’S THIS WEEK ABOUT?” SECTION 
This section is designed to help you better understand the theme of each week. Feel free to 
read it before or after our group gathering on Zoom. 
 
DEVOTIONALS 
We recognize that no curriculum can transform you. That power comes from God alone. 
That is why each week we have provided you with three short “Grow On Your Own” 
devotionals for you to go through on your own time. These optional devotionals are meant 
to enhance your experience as you go through this book. They are based on themes that 
will come up in our group time each week. 
 
Please do not feel burdened or guilted to complete these devotionals. They’re not 
homework. These devotionals are meant to serve you and assist you in your spiritual 
growth. Do what you can, and don’t worry about what you cannot. Our hope is that by 
taking time to connect in relationship with God, you will experience the growth that God has 
for you.  
 
 
Let’s hang out with God. Together. 
 
Pastor John “P.J.” 
jemmons@hillsidecma.org 
(937) 956-1255 
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WEEK 1 What’s This Week About? 
RELYING ON THE VINE 
 
Have you ever felt as though you should be further along in your spiritual growth? Maybe you look 
at your pastor, leader or favorite person from the Bible and ask yourself, “How do I go from where I 
am spiritually to where they are spiritually?” And perhaps when you think of actually being 
transformed to be like Jesus, it’s easy to become discouraged, thinking, “That seems impossible! 
How can I ever grow that much?” 
 
You are not alone. Many Christians of all ages and levels of maturity feel the same way. The good 
news is that we do not need to be discouraged. Growth is a process, and this process looks 
different for everyone. However, the question still remains: How do I actually grow closer to Jesus 
and become more like Him?  
 
Spiritual growth can be defined as the process by which someone becomes closer in his or her 
relationship with God. Some of us have the perception that the best way to grow is simple: love 
more, sin less. But no matter how hard we work, those two seemingly simple tasks overcome us. Or 
maybe you think that growth is the result of some kind of equation: Reading your Bible + Praying 
Regularly + Going to Church + Making Good Choices = Spiritual Growth. The problem is, even the 
most disciplined of us are rarely able to keep that pace. And even if someone could, that equation 
doesn’t necessarily lead to spiritual maturity. 
 
Often, our primary focus is on what we must do and how we need to act in order to grow spiritually. 
As followers of Jesus, we sometimes have the outlook (often without even realizing it) that “Jesus 
was responsible for my salvation. Now I am responsible for my growth.” But God does not ask us to 
grow ourselves. While talking to His disciples Jesus gave this illustration: 
 
“Remain in me, as I also remain in you. No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. 
Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in me. I am the vine; you are the branches. If you 
remain in me and I in you, you will bear much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing.” (John 15:4-
5) 
 
Jesus’ illustration is simple: in the same way a branch needs to be connected to a vine or a tree to 
grow and bear fruit, we need to be connected to Jesus to grow spiritually and bear spiritual 
character similar to Him. A vine is the life source of a branch. It is responsible for collecting and 
providing all the nutrients and water that the branch needs in order to grow. The branch’s job is 
simply to receive. But Jesus is clear that the branch must be open to receiving from the vine. The 
vine will not force the branch; the branch must remain. 
 
Jesus’ phrase, “Remain in me,” in simplest terms means, “Be open to what Jesus will do to 
transform you.” The first and absolute primary step in spiritual growth is openness to Jesus, 
remaining in Him as He remains in us. Over the coming weeks, we will explore what that means for 
our lives in depth. So your goal this week is to be open, to receive. Let us not rely on our own 
strength, but give control of our spiritual growth to the true vine, Jesus. Apart from Him we can do 
nothing. 
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WEEK 1 DEVOTIONALS 
RELYING ON THE VINE 
 
DAY 1 
Read John 15:5-8. 
 
Remember from this week’s lesson: Jesus is the vine. We are the branches. The vine provides all 
the nutrients and water necessary for the branch to grow and produce fruit. Our primary role in 
spiritual growth is to receive from Jesus, to be open to what He will do. 
 
Practice Prayer 

● If you had to guess, what do you think God wants you to receive from Him today? Spend a 
few minutes talking to God about that guess. 

● Talk to God a bit about what you would like to receive from Him. If you want, write out your 
prayer below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 2 
Read Proverbs 3:5-6. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Where in your life do you “lean on your own understanding” the most? Tell God where you find it the 
most difficult to trust him. Ask him to help you surrender these areas to Him. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
DAY 3 
Read John 15:9-15. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Take a walk with Jesus. Spend some time talking to Him about whatever is on your mind and heart 
right now. Speak to Him like you would speak to a close friend. 
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WEEK 2 What’s This Week About? 
IDENTITY IN CHRIST 
 
Before anything else, transformation starts with what Christ did on the cross. Without the grace 
available through Him, spiritual growth is impossible. 
 
As we will discuss in Week 3, sin and brokenness can have a lasting impact on our hearts. But we 
can take refuge knowing that, in Christ, we have right standing with God. We have a new identity 
through Christ!  
 
Your identity is what makes up who you are. Jesus came, died and rose again so that you could 
gain the power of his identity as God’s child. Because of our sin, without Christ we are as far away 
from God. We are like strangers and orphans. 
 

“But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far away have been brought near by the blood 
of Christ … Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and strangers, but fellow citizens 
with God’s people and also members of his household.” (Ephesians 2:13, 19) 

 
Your new identity in Christ is that you are fully forgiven and fully accepted. Your new identity in 
Christ means you are part of His household, a son or daughter of God. Receiving this new identity, 
however, is only the of start of your journey with Christ. Though we become sons and daughters of 
God, we must learn what it means to be His sons and daughters. 
 
Think of it this way. Some of you may soon be off to college. As soon as you enroll in classes you 
technically have the identity of a college student. However, you still must learn what that identity 
means and how to fill that role. You have to learn about class schedules, dorm rooms and all the 
night-cramming in the library. You have to learn to be who you already are. 
 
Being a son or daughter of God means that you need to learn how to walk, talk and think like Christ. 
And this is a lifelong adventure that is both scary and exciting. 
 
Even with your new identity as a son or daughter, you will still be tempted to live as you once did. 
You will be tempted to embrace your old identity as a stranger far from God, who gives in to 
temptation and falls into sin. Sin can have a powerful hold on our hearts, so we should flee from it at 
all cost.  
 
But no matter how far we stray, how ashamed we feel, how unlovable we believe we have 
become—we must remember the grace of God through Jesus. He will never stop pursuing us, 
never stop forgiving us, never stop loving us. You are His child. Let us learn to be who we are. 
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WEEK 2 DEVOTIONALS 
IDENTITY IN CHRIST 
 
DAY 1 
Read Galatians 3:23-28. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Remember, because of what Jesus has done on the cross, you already are children of God. What 
do you think it looks like to start living as a child of God? Ask God what He desires for you as His 
child. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 2 
Read Romans 8:31-39. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Do you ever feel separated from God and His love? How so? Spend a few minutes talking to God 
about those times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 3 
Read Ephesians 2:13-19. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Take 10 minutes to rest in the fact that Jesus has saved you. Spend time being a son or daughter 
who doesn’t need to earn it. Just rest with Jesus. 
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WEEK 3 What’s This Week About? 
ROOTS OF OUR SIN 
 
Often, we think we can simply choose to change our sinful behavior. It can be tempting to believe 
that our sin is simply about our external actions. But sin does not spring out of nowhere. Without 
understanding this, we run the risk of trying hard to stop sinning without allowing the Holy Spirit to 
heal the root causes. Jesus used this illustration: 
 

“Woe to you, teachers of the law and Pharisees, you hypocrites! You clean the outside of the 
cup and dish, but inside they are full of greed and self-indulgence. Blind Pharisee! First 
clean the inside of the cup and dish, and then the outside also will be clean.” (Matthew 
23:25-26) 

 
It is clear that no one can become fully free by merely managing sin on the outside. A weed is a 
helpful analogy. If a weed is only broken off above the surface, it will certainly grow back. The roots 
of the weed need to be removed. In the same way, we need the Holy Spirit to perform a delicate 
surgery to remove the root of our sins from our hearts. Ask the question: Where did this sin come 
from? 
 
The roots of sin describe the deeper causes of why we have a particular sin in our life. It may be a 
wound from your childhood or a particular way you view yourself, the world or God. There are lots of 
explanations as to why a certain sin might have influence in your heart and life. It’s important for us 
as Christ followers to explore some of these possible reasons, to invite Jesus in to remove those 
roots and bring healing to the damage they leave behind. 
 
Take a look below at some potential sins and spiritually damaging behaviors you may be struggling 
with. Next, look at some of the different roots that might be causing that behavior in your life. It is 
important to note that the roots themselves are not necessarily sins (though they can be), but their 
impact leads to sin. What weeds under the first list stand out as a struggle for you? Can you 
connect any of them to a potential cause or causes? Circle all that apply to you and pray, inviting 
Jesus into those areas. Do this privately and together as a group. 
 
 

WEED/SIN OR BEHAVIOR 
Jealousy, Hate, 

Using others, Pornography, 
Pride, Lying, Idolatry, Apathy, Selfishness, Greed 
Stealing, Control, Worry, Bitterness, Materialism 

 
 
 

POSSIBLE ROOTS/CAUSES 
Bitterness, Self-pity 

Being used by others, Blaming others,  
Resentment, Rejection as a child,  

Being bullied, Absent parent, 
Death of someone close, Poor body image, 

Unforgiveness, Self-Hatred, 
Loneliness, Traumatic event 
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WEEK 3 DEVOTIONALS 
ROOTS OF OUR SIN 
 
DAY 1 
Read 1 John 1:5-2:2. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Look back at the lesson from this week. First, talk to God about the sins you circled. Ask God to 
reveal any possible roots for those sins. Begin to lift those root causes up to Him in prayer. Ask for 
God’s healing in those areas. Remember throughout your time in prayer that because of Christ, you 
are forgiven!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 2 
Read 1 John 2:1-2. 
 
When faced with shame, it is often helpful to remember the love Jesus has for you, the love He 
demonstrated on the cross. Our shame can become a powerful reminder of His love. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Do you ever feel shame because of your sin? If your shame could talk, what would it say about 
you? 
 
Now, consider Christ’s love for you as demonstrated on the cross. Ask God to speak to the shame. 
Even if you have to guess, write down what our God of love has to say in response you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 3 
Read John 15:1-5. 
 
Remember from the first week, our hope is simply to receive from God as a branch would from a 
vine. In order to do that, we must open our hearts to God’s transforming power. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Ask God to open your heart and reveal the roots of your sin. Spend some time telling God about the 
roots that surface. Tell Him how they make you feel. 
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WEEK 4 What’s This Week About? 
TO SIT AT HIS FEET 
 
What if you received an amazing gift, a gift so great that you felt compelled to work incredibly hard 
to pay it back? But it is a gift in the truest sense of the word; it requires no payment. You need not 
earn it or work hard to make it happen. We should understand spiritual growth in the same way. It is 
100 percent a gift from God that we do not need to (and cannot) earn. 
 
It is common for Christians of all ages and maturity to believe that, though they were saved by what 
Jesus did on the cross, they must earn spiritual growth with a lot of hard work. If this were true, 
following Jesus and drawing closer to Him would be all about working hard for Him and about our 
strength. Christians would spend all their time trying to earn closeness with Christ, something that 
was already achieved by Christ’s sacrifice on the cross. Jesus paints a very different picture of what 
it looks like to follow Him. 
 
As Jesus and His disciples were traveling, they came to a village where a woman named Martha 
opened her home to Jesus. She had a sister named Mary, who sat at the Lord’s feet listening to 
what He said. But Martha was distracted by all the preparations that had to be made. She came to 
Him and asked, “Lord, don’t you care that my sister has left me to do the work by myself? Tell her to 
help me!” Look at what Jesus responded: 
 

“Martha, Martha,” the Lord answered, “you are worried and upset about many things, but few 
things are needed—or indeed only one. Mary has chosen what is better, and it will not be 
taken away from her.” (Luke 10:38-42) 

 
In this story, we see two sisters react very differently to the presence of Jesus. Martha was 
distracted by all she wanted to do to prepare for Jesus. Mary, on the other hand, sat at Jesus’ feet 
and listened to what He said. Both were with Jesus, but each felt compelled to act differently. Jesus 
said that Mary chose what was better. While Martha was distracted working for Jesus, Mary was 
content with Jesus.  
 
We too can easily fall into the trap of acting as Martha did: to be distracted by work for Jesus, while 
neglecting to spend time with Jesus. Martha was focused on earning something she already 
possessed: closeness with Jesus. We want to make sure this is not the case here, while you read 
these pages. 
 
In this story, Jesus is already with Martha. She has no need to earn his affection, attention or love. 
The same is true for each of us. Jesus came, died and was raised to new life so He can be with us. 
In the same way that we are saved by the power of Christ, we also grow spiritually by the power of 
Christ. No amount of work can make Him love or desire you any more or less. No amount of work 
can make you grow closer to Him, even if it is what’s considered “holy work” (going to church, 
studying the Bible, evangelizing to others, etc.). Take a moment and ask yourself, “Have I spent 
time trying to earn this free gift of spiritual growth?” 
 
None of this is to say that God will never ask us to do things in obedience to Him. Because of what 
He has done, we are completely forgiven and completely accepted. In light of this fact, Jesus 
desires those who love Him to make being with Him the priority, rather than working to earn growth. 
Jesus has already come to us. Let’s let go of the distractions of earning His affection and simply sit 
at His feet.  
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WEEK 4 DEVOTIONALS 
TO SIT AT HIS FEET 
 
DAY 1 
Read Luke 10:38-42. 
 
Practice Prayer: 
Write down a few areas in your life where you are trying to earn love from God or achieve spiritual 
growth. Talk to Jesus about what makes you feel as though you have to work for Him. Ask Him 
what it would look like for you to sit at his feet today. Write down what you think He might be saying 
to you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 2 
Read Matthew 11:28-30. 
 
In Jesus’ time, a young ox was trained by pairing it with an older, stronger ox. Jesus is the strong ox 
of your spiritual growth. He will carry the heavy load. You get to come to Him and learn.  
 
Practice Prayer 
Come to Jesus to find rest for your soul. Tell Him about the places where your heart most need rest. 
As you close, take a few minutes to thank Him for carrying the burden of your spiritual growth. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 3 
Read Psalm 23 slowly. 
 
A shepherd is responsible for caring for, guiding and protecting their flock. Jesus is your Good 
Shepherd. He wants to serve you in this way. 
 
Practice Prayer 
What part of this Psalm stands out to you? Tell God where you need Him to be your shepherd 
today. 
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WEEK 5 What’s This Week About? 
OPENING OUR HEARTS TO GOD 
 
Often, we treat our hearts like castles protecting valuable contents behind its walls. We fortify it, 
protect it and work hard to keep the castle gate sealed. To open the gate to someone is to say that 
we trust that person to not harm the contents of the castle in any way. This week, the goal is to take 
a closer look at how we can open the gates of our hearts to the Holy Spirit through prayer. 
 
Prayer is one of your heart’s primary ways to know and be known by God. The Bible teaches that 
prayer is powerful, that in Jesus’ name God will hear our prayers and is faithful to answer them (but 
not always in the way we would expect). Jesus teaches that we do not need to use special words in 
our prayers (Matthew 6:5-6). God wants to hear from you, not some pretend religious version of 
you. 
 
Furthermore, Jesus encourages us to avoid making our prayers a show to impress others (Matthew 
6:7). Though praying together and for one another is a beautiful thing, God also wants a personal 
one-on-one relationship with you in prayer, where you let down your guard with Him and allow Him 
into the heavily protected parts of your heart. 
 
By opening our hearts through this kind of personal prayer, we allow the Holy Spirit to know us, so 
much so that the Spirit can even pray for us when we cannot find the words. 
 

“In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. We do not know what we ought to 
pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us with groans that words cannot express.” 
(Romans 8:26) 

 
However, how much we let God in is up to us. The Holy Spirit will not bully His way into your heart. 
His power is both gentle and filled with patience. Though He knows everything there is to know 
about you, He desires to be welcomed into each aspect of who you are. Why, then, do we so often 
lock God out of our hearts? Despite everyone’s deep desire to know and be known by God, to open 
your heart in prayer requires deep vulnerability. 
 
Vulnerability means allowing oneself to be open to the love or harm of another. In more simple 
terms, to be vulnerable with someone is to trust him or her with the power to love you or to hurt you. 
This vulnerability requires a great deal of trust in the person you are opening up to. Therein lies the 
dilemma. Though we deeply desire to be loved and known for exactly who we are, we fear the 
vulnerability that comes with that. To be fully known requires one to let down the protective walls of 
the heart and allow another in. 
 
What a risk, huh? Jesus is asking us to trust Him to love us even though He would have the power 
to harm or neglect us. This proves especially hard when faced with the fear that if we are 100 
percent known—with all of our faults and flaws—we would be unlovable. We believe the lie that true 
love cannot exist when faced with true vulnerability.  
 
Christ, however, wants to expose this belief for what it truly is: a lie. Obviously, it would be unwise 
for us to trust just anybody with the vulnerable parts of our heart. This, however, is the kind of 
intimacy that Jesus desires to share with us, and that we ultimately desire to share with Him. He 
yearns to know us and be known by us. Jesus longs to show you that even the darkest parts of your 
heart could not make Him love you any less. Will you open the gate of your heart to Him? For this 
sort of prayer leads to a new experience of healing and love.  
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WEEK 5 DEVOTIONALS 
OPENING OUR HEARTS TO GOD  
 
DAY 1 
Read Ephesians 3:16-21. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Silence is one of the easiest ways to open up your heart. Take five minutes to sit in silence with 
God. As things come to your mind write them down. Once five minutes is up, take a couple minutes 
to talk to God about the things you wrote down. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Day 2 
Read 1 Peter 5:7. 
 
Practice Prayer 

● Take a moment to think about and write down a few parts of your story or life that you do not 
normally share with others. If you want, you can write it in a way that only you would know 
what it is. 

● Talk to God about why you might be protecting these things from others. Are you 
embarrassed, ashamed, afraid? 

● Without asking God to do anything, just spend time opening up to Him about these things. 
Note the emotions you experience while opening up to God. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 3 
Read Matthew 6:5-13. 
 
Practice Prayer 

● Alone and in your own words, take a moment to slowly pray through the prayer Jesus offers 
to His disciples in verses 9 through 13. 

● Note the parts of the prayer that stand out to you or are confusing. Talk to God about those 
parts. 

● Take five minutes to talk with God about what is on your mind right now. 
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WEEK 6 What’s This Week About? 
GROWING TOGETHER 
 
As you journey past these pages and onward into your life following Jesus, you will hit dangers, 
struggles, fears and times where you just want to quit. But God has not left you to fend for yourself. 
The church is a community of believers who are called to know, love, guide, care for and encourage 
one another. If you are to going to grow spiritually, you need the support only Jesus’ church can 
offer.  
 
How are you seeking to create a safe, confidential and judgment-free environment? How are you all 
encouraging and keeping each other accountable? How are you being real and bringing your heart 
to the group? 
 
But what does this support look like? Check out this incredible story of friendship and support, as 
recorded in the book of Mark: 
 

“A few days later, when Jesus again entered Capernaum, the people heard that he had 
come home. They gathered in such large numbers that there was no room left, not even 
outside the door, and he preached the word to them. Some men came, bringing to him a 
paralyzed man, carried by four of them. Since they could not get him to Jesus because of 
the crowd, they made an opening in the roof above Jesus by digging through it and then 
lowered the mat the man was lying on. When Jesus saw their faith, he said to the paralyzed 
man, “Son, your sins are forgiven.” (Mark 2:1-5) 

 
Though the faith of these friends is amazing, the most striking thing about this story is who the 
paralyzed man’s friends brought him to. A great deal of honesty and accountability can go a long 
way, but it is also important to remember where the four men took their friend in the story above. 
Jesus is the only one who can truly heal and restore us.  
 
Often, friends bring each other to the wrong things when they need help (self-help, human wisdom, 
distraction, numbing, sin, etc.). Though these things can seem helpful in the short term, in the long 
term they cannot truly heal and sustain us.  
 
What if, instead, we brought them to the only true source of life, healing, grace and transformation? 
The best way to support our friends is to bring them to Jesus. What about you? Do you have a 
group of friends who will carry you to Jesus in your time of need? 
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WEEK 6 DEVOTIONALS 
GROWING TOGETHER 
  
DAY 1 
Read Ecclesiastes 4:9-12. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Ask God to reveal some friends who could support you in your faith and carry you to Jesus. In this 
section, write down the names of the friends God reveals. Ask Him how He would want you to 
invest in these friendships for the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 2 
Read James 5:13-16. 
 
Practice Prayer 
How do you need support from your brothers or sisters in Christ today? Ask God to reveal where 
you need to be accountable to others. Write down a confession that you might be willing to share 
with a close Christian friend. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DAY 3 
Read Philippians 2:1-4. 
 
Practice Prayer 
Ask God to reveal how you can look out for your brothers and sisters in Christ better. Who are the 
friends that God is calling you to support and bring to Him? Write down three ways that you could 
commit to better supporting these friends. 
 


